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There are cracks in the universe. No that’s not exactly true. There are cracks in all the universes. The possibilities of what was, is, and could be is tenuous at best, and downright volatile when someone tries to make a bridge to cross to each of them. A bridge-builder has begun crafting somewhere in the cosmos.

These links cause a piece of that reality, a shard, to pass from one place to another. This splicing of worlds causes an echo throughout many worlds that reaches out from the center link. When the splice happens, that bit of one reality, perhaps a rock or building, but most often a living creature of the world, splices to the next, and brings a piece of their reality with it.

The crack that began Yashima has a definite where and when, naturally. It was the point when the earth—that-was broke, and kami became tangible to humans. The ripple effect of that moment is still echoing; sometimes a ripple becomes a wave and washes someone from another world—that-is to the shores of Yashima.

From their own land and time Mulan, Lu Bu, and Musashi were transported to an arena to fight heroes from other places in a cruel game of survival. This was a fairy-tale place of terrible cruelty and fantastic legends. But then one day they found themselves elsewhere again, in a world called Yashima. This time they were joined by another hero of legend, Bruce Lee. Together they find themselves in a new world, and unlike the kami masters native to this land, their battle is in the hopes that each encounter may give them a clue on how they may return home.
**Game Components**

1. (1) Double-sided relic board
2. (3) Double-sided terrain boards
3. (4) Double-sided action tokens

**Kami**
4. (24) Akkorokamui kami battle cards
5. (26) Foo Dog kami battle cards

**Lu Bu**
6. (10) Lu Bu battle cards
7. (5) Lu Bu double-sided tome cards
8. (1) Lu Bu double-sided avatar card
9. (1) Lu Bu avatar abilities card
10. (1) Lu Bu miniature
11. (8) SHOCK status tokens

**Mulan**
12. (10) Mulan battle cards
13. (5) Mulan double-sided tome cards
14. (1) Mulan double-sided avatar card
15. (1) Mulan avatar abilities card
16. (1) Mulan miniature

**Musashi**
17. (10) Musashi battle cards
18. (5) Musashi double-sided tome cards
19. (1) Musashi double-sided avatar card
20. (1) Musashi avatar abilities card
21. (1) Musashi miniature
22. (6) WIND status tokens

**Bruce Lee**
23. (10) Bruce Lee battle cards
24. (5) Bruce Lee double-sided tome cards
25. (1) Bruce Lee double-sided avatar card
26. (1) Bruce Lee avatar abilities card
27. (1) Bruce Lee avatar token*  
   *Bruce miniature sold with Dragon Tides
28. (6) CHI status tokens

**Other**
29. (3) Splice Point Tokens (Teleport)
30. Additional Player tokens:
   (2) BURN | (2) FROST | (4) PLAGUE | (2) PLANT/SEED | (2) RANCOR
**Avatar Card Details**

1. Master Name
2. Game Text
3. Starting Karma Value
4. Hand Size
5. Move Speed
6. Status Effects
7. Adapt Ability
8. Status Icon

**Master & Kami Battle Card Details**

1. Card Name
2. Master/Kami Name
3. Karma Value
4. Attack Value
5. Attack Pattern
6. Game text
7. Defense, Quick Effect or Status Symbol

**Tome Card Details**

1. Card Name
2. Karma Cost
3. Game Text
4. Torn-off Page Game Text (IMPRINT/EQUIP cards)
5. Page Number
6. EQUIP, IMPRINT, Quick Effect symbol (If any)
**Master Deck Card Setup**

1. Avatar card
2. EQUIP
3. Tome deck
4. Hand
5. Life total
6. Battle deck
7. Karma pool
8. Discard pile
9. Initiative/FOCUS
10. USE
11. IMPRINT
12. EXERT / LOSE
13. DISCARD / LOSE

**Attack Pattern Example**

1. Attack Pattern
2. Lu Bu’s Facing Position
3. Targets (Musashi is targeted)
4. Mulan is unaffected
**Game Objective**

You are a kami master, an elite warrior with the ability to bind your soul to the kami, the spirit guardians of nature. You are locked in battle with opposing kami masters in a test of strength. If at the end of the turn all your opponents have been restored, you win!

**Setting up the Game**

*Note: If you have more than one set of Yashima, or expansions, more players can be added! Any player may combine any master with any kami from any set! Try mixing and matching to taste.*

Playing a Team Game

For a team-based game, make sure teams have the same number of players. During setup, players of the same team sit across from each other, not adjacent to each other. Gameplay proceeds as normal, with the winning team being the last one with a master who hasn’t restored. Be careful! Just as some of your own abilities and attacks can damage your master, you can damage your teammates with your attacks.

Starting the Game

1. **Starting with the oldest player and proceeding to the left**, each player chooses a board, kami master, and a kami; gathering all cards, tokens and miniatures associated with that master and kami.
2. **Separate your master’s avatar card, tome cards, and battle cards. Shuffle your kami’s battle cards together with your master’s battle cards and place them face down in front of you. This is your battle deck.**

3. **Arrange your tome cards in page-order** (the tome cover card on left, page 1 on right, and when you turn page 1 over page 2 and 3 will be face up) next to your battle deck.
4. **With the relic board in the center of the table, place your chosen board. Your board can be flipped or rotated any way you choose, as long as one of its sides is adjacent to the relic board. The next player must place their board adjacent to the previous player’s board as well as the relic board.**
5. **If you were the last to place your board, you are the first to place your miniature. Place it on any blank space with any facing on the board you placed. Place miniatures in the opposite order than players placed boards.**
6. **Place a number of cards equal to your starting karma value** (as seen on your avatar card) from the top of your battle deck, face-up in front of you. Ignore all FATE effects during the setup of the game. This is your karma pool.
7. **From your battle deck, draw a number of cards equal to your hand size** (as seen on your avatar card). With that, you’re ready to play! Begin the game with the first destiny phase.

**Key Concepts**

In Yashima, card text supersedes game rules. In any instance where the rules and a card directly conflict, the card text should be followed. Before you begin playing for the first time, it’s important to understand the following keywords.

**The Circle of Life**

In Yashima, a player’s life total is the combined total of cards in their battle deck and hand. Cards in a player’s discard pile and karma pool are NOT a part of their life total. The following keywords describe where these cards go when damage is taken or healed.

**Use**: Place this card on the bottom of your battle deck, face down. “USE” is a keyword, not to be confused with the common word, “use”. When you USE cards it does not change your life total.

**Lose**: Place cards, one at a time, from the top of your battle deck or hand equal to the amount you LOSE, face-up into your discard pile. **Whenever you take damage, you LOSE cards equal to the damage.**
**DISCARD**: Place a card from your hand into your discard pile. Unlike **LOSE**, you cannot **DISCARD** from your battle deck.

**EXERT**: Place the top card of your battle deck face up into your discard pile. Unlike **LOSE**, you cannot **EXERT** from your hand.

**EXHAUSTED**: If you have no cards in your battle deck, you are considered **EXHAUSTED** and you cannot **EXERT**. Any effect that forces you to **EXERT** does not, but all other game text of the effect is performed if possible. You are unable to play any actions or effects that would require you to **EXERT**.

**HEAL**: Place the top card of your discard pile on the bottom of your battle deck, face down. If you have no cards in your discard pile, you cannot **HEAL**.

## The Karmic Cycle

Battle cards also represent karma, the power to influence the natural world. Karma is kept face-up in an area in front of you called your karma pool. You begin the game with cards in your karma pool, and you place one card into your karma pool each round for initiative. The only value that matters on the cards in your karma pool is karma; cards in your karma pool cannot be used for attacks, defense, or other abilities (except for **FATE**). Instead, you may **USE** cards in your karma pool to pay for karma abilities.

**FATE**: Indicated by a special karma icon, these battle cards have an effect that triggers when this card is placed into your karma pool. This effect is NOT optional.

## Other Concepts

**ADAPT**: Found on kami battle cards, the **ADAPT** keyword means that the given card gains your master’s **ADAPT** ability, seen on their avatar abilities card. In this way, kami battle decks adapt depending on the master they’re paired with. Some effects reference cards with specific keywords. In the case of an **ADAPT** card that gains a keyword ability, it is treated as if that card had the keyword printed on it.

For example, Bruce Lee’s avatar ability refers to a **COUNTER** card, and considers all his **ADAPT** cards as being “**COUNTER** cards”.

**DESTROY**: When you **DESTROY** equipment, return it to its owner’s tome.

**ENDURE**: This effect triggers when you **LOSE** this card from your battle deck. Endure is indicated by a special border on the card. Losing this card from your hand or karma pool will not trigger this effect. Like **FATE**, **ENDURE** is a keyword prefix that adds to the given keyword’s game text. Unlike **FATE**, this effect is optional.

**IMPRINT**: If found on a tome card, you may not play the effect listed below the torn half of the page until after you **IMPRINT** this tome card. To **IMPRINT**, pay the karma cost on the tome card, then place that card face-up at the bottom of your battle deck. When the imprinted card is revealed on top of your battle deck, first trigger its effect, then place the imprinted card face-up on the bottom of your battle deck. If there are no face-down battle cards beneath this card when revealed, its effects don’t apply, and it instead returns to its owner’s tome.

**MULTIPLE EFFECTS**: When multiple effects occur, or when one effect causes another effect to occur, proper attention must be used to ensure that all effects are resolved properly. The rule of thumb is “newest first” - when an effect causes another to trigger, the original effect is “paused” and the newest effect triggered resolves first. Once that new effect is completely resolved, the original effect is then completed.

For example, when losing 5 life, you might **LOSE** the top card of your battle deck and reveal an imprinted card with **HEAL**. In this example, you begin losing 1 life, next the imprinted **HEAL** card is revealed so you then **HEAL**, placing the card you just lost beneath your battle deck, place the imprinted **HEAL** card beneath your battle deck, and continue to lose the remaining 4 life.
Quick Effects: While most effects on battle cards happen after the attack resolves or in response to an attack as a defense, some cards in Yashima have a star icon, which indicates that the card includes an effect that can be played outside of other actions you take. These effects may require a cost that is specified on the card to be paid, and you must be able to pay the cost to perform the effect.

Returning Cards: When a tome card is returned to its owner, it is placed in their tome in the same spot where it started the game. Note that this will not cause pages to turn, but may cause a page to be hidden. When a battle card is returned to its owner, it is placed on the bottom of its owner’s battle deck, face down.

Searching: Whenever an effect requires you to search your battle deck or discard pile, it is important to note that the order of the cards is not to change. Do not change the order of cards unless an effect specifically states to do so.

Stance: You may only equip up to one stance to your master. If you would EQUIP another stance while your master currently has a stance, DESTROY the old stance and EQUIP the new stance.

Status Effects: Each master has a status effect associated with them, as seen on their avatar abilities card. These effects are represented by tokens placed on spaces and/or avatar cards to keep track. When you remove a status, return the token to its owner. If the status doesn’t state how or when it can be removed, then it will remain in play until removed by a separate effect. Likewise, if a status doesn’t mention how to gain it, then it can only be given to a master or space by a separate effect:

For example, Musashi’s WIND status doesn’t include text on how it is removed, nor granted. Therefore it can only be gained or removed by an effect on a tome or battle card.

When placing multiple instances of the same status, the owner of the status chooses which order the statuses are placed. When you run out of tokens for a status, you cannot use replacements. If a space or master would gain a status but there are no status tokens left, that space or master does not gain that status.

Your Board: Some effects state “your board”. This refers to the board your miniature is currently on, and is not to be confused with your chosen board that you placed on the table at the beginning of the game.

Terrain

The board is marked with different terrain types that may affect actions or effects. Some expansions include additional terrain tokens that you may place during setup to customize your boards. Note that any FOCUS performed outside of a specific focus tome action will NOT cause terrain effects to trigger.

ARDUOUS TERRAIN: Masters must spend two speed to enter arduous terrain. If a master has one or fewer speed remaining, they cannot enter arduous terrain.

DEADLY TERRAIN: Masters must EXERT to enter deadly terrain. If a master is unable to EXERT, they cannot enter deadly terrain.

RELIC TERRAIN: Relic terrain is solid terrain, with one additional rule - if a master uses their tome action to FOCUS while adjacent to this terrain, they may turn any master’s tome up to two pages.

ROAD TERRAIN: The first road terrain a master enters during their move action costs no speed to enter. If you have no movement left, you may still enter your first road terrain.

REJUVENATING TERRAIN: If a master uses their tome action to FOCUS while occupying rejuvenating terrain, they may HEAL.

SLICK TERRAIN: If you would end a move on or relocate to slick terrain, you must relocate to an adjacent unoccupied legal space.

SOLID TERRAIN: Masters cannot enter, be forced to enter, nor end their turn on solid terrain spaces. Solid terrain can still have a status.

SPLICE POINT TERRAIN: If you would end a move or relocate to splice point terrain, you must relocate to an unoccupied legal space that is adjacent to any other splice point terrain.
**Status Tokens**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Token</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BLIND</strong></td>
<td>Only masters may have BLIND status. A master cannot have more than one instance of BLIND status. During the initiative step, if a master with BLIND status reveals a karma of 5 or higher, they remove BLIND status. Masters with BLIND status have SPEED -1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BURN</strong></td>
<td>A master or space cannot have more than one instance of BURN status. During the initiative step, if a master with BURN status reveals a karma of 5 or higher, they remove BURN status. Otherwise they take 1 damage. When a master without BURN status enters a space that has the BURN status, remove the BURN status from that space and place it on that master.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RANCOR</strong></td>
<td>Only masters may have RANCOR status. A master cannot have more than one instance of RANCOR status. On your first turn of a round, if you have RANCOR status, remove RANCOR status. Fury Attacks are +2 against targets with rancor status.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPIRIT</strong></td>
<td>Only masters can have SPIRIT status. A master cannot have more than one instance of SPIRIT status. Masters with SPIRIT status gain HAND +1 and SPEED +1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SARU</strong></td>
<td>Only unoccupied non-solid spaces can gain SARU status. Mitsuo can have only one SARU status in play at a time. At the beginning of the game and whenever SARU status is removed, Mitsuo chooses a space adjacent to himself to gain SARU status. When Mitsuo takes a move action, he may remove SARU status from its current space to have a space up to 4 spaces away gain SARU status. At the end of every turn, masters adjacent to SARU status, excluding Mitsuo, must turn and face it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FROST</strong></td>
<td>A master or space cannot have more than one instance of FROST status. During the initiative step, a master with FROST status may pay 4 karma to remove FROST status. A master with FROST status is EXHAUSTED. A space with FROST status is deadly terrain in addition to its other types.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Token</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PLAGUE</strong></td>
<td>Only masters can have PLAGUE status. A master cannot have more than one instance of PLAGUE status. At the start of each turn, if the top card of your discard pile is a PLAGUE card, place it into your karma pool, and each master with PLAGUE status takes one damage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SEED</strong></td>
<td>Masters can have multiple instances of SEED status. Spaces cannot have more than one instance of either SEED or PLANT status. When a master enters a space that has SEED status, remove it, and they gain SEED status. During the initiative step, turn all SEED statuses on all boards into PLANT statuses. PLANT: Only spaces can have PLANT status. A space cannot have more than one instance of either PLANT or SEED status. Spaces with PLANT status are treated as arduous terrain in addition to their other types. When a master enters a space that has PLANT status, they gain SEED status.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHI</strong></td>
<td>Only masters may have CHI status. A master cannot have more than three instances of CHI status. Masters with CHI status gain HAND +1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SHOCK</strong></td>
<td>Only masters can have SHOCK status. A master cannot have more than one instance of SHOCK status. During the initiative step, if a master with SHOCK status reveals a karma of 5 or higher, they remove SHOCK status. Masters with SHOCK status have HAND -1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WIND</strong></td>
<td>Only masters can have WIND status. A master cannot have more than one instance of WIND status.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRAP</strong></td>
<td>Only spaces can have TRAP status. A space cannot have more than one instance of TRAP status.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STUCK</strong></td>
<td>A master or space cannot have more than one instance of STUCK status. When a master without STUCK status enters a space that has the STUCK status, remove the STUCK status from that space and place it on that master. Whenever a master with STUCK status takes a move action token from the action pool, they remove STUCK status, and their avatar’s printed move speed becomes 1 until the end of the turn. Any positive or negative effects that modify speed outside of this effect will still occur.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Round Overview**

Once setup is complete, the game begins! Gameplay consists of rounds. Rounds are split into two phases: the destiny phase and the battle phase.

**Destiny Phase**

In the destiny phase, players prepare their hands, action tokens, and karma pools for the next wave of combat. All players carry out the three steps of the destiny phase simultaneously.

1. **Destiny Step**

   *Plan which actions will be available to all players in the battle phase.*

   Action tokens have two sides: move and attack. Starting with a move action, followed by an attack action, place a token into the action pool for each player still in the game. Next, each player takes one unused action token, and selects a move or attack action in secret. Then all players simultaneously reveal their tokens by placing them into the action pool.

   For example, in a three-player game, there are two default move tokens and one default attack token in every destiny step. Then each player adds one token by choice. So, there will be twice as many tokens in the action pool as there are players in the game.

   **Hint:** If you chose a specific action during the destiny step, that doesn't guarantee that you will take that action during the battle phase. Learn to use this to your advantage!

2. **Reconcile Step**

   *Replace the cards in your hand.*

   In this step, you may place any number of cards from your hand face down beneath your battle deck, in any order you choose. Then draw cards, one at a time, up to or below your hand size value. Once you draw, you cannot place any more cards beneath your battle deck.

3. **Initiative Step**

   *Replenish your karma pool and determine who goes first in combat.*

   Place the top card of your battle deck face up into your karma pool. The player who reveals the card with the highest karma value wins the initiative, meaning they go first in the upcoming battle phase.

   If there is a tie for the highest karma value, compare the attack values. If there is still a tie, the tied players reveal an additional card and once again compare karma values followed by attack values. This is repeated as necessary, until a single player wins initiative. The extra cards revealed during a tiebreaker are added to your karma pool, just like the first.

   An EXHAUSTED player (a player with no battle deck remaining) has a karma value of 0. In the rare case that all players are EXHAUSTED, the player who won initiative last round wins the initiative by default.

   **Note:** Look for any FATE cards- these cards have special effects that activate when they enter your karma pool!

   Some statuses, like BLIND and BURN, might be removed from your master during the initiative step. When you meet the conditions for removing a status, you must remove that status from your master.

**Battle Phase**

The battle phase begins with the player who won initiative in the destiny phase. During your turn, you may take one tome action and one combat action. You may take your tome and combat actions in any order, however, you cannot do both at the same time- you must finish one before you start the other. Once you’ve completed your actions, play proceeds to the left. In a typical round, each player will take two turns, since there are two action tokens per player. Once the action pool is empty, the round is over and a new round begins starting with the destiny phase.


**Tome Actions**

You may perform **only one** of the following three things when you make a tome action on your turn:

**FOCUS:** Place the top card of your battle deck into your karma pool, face up. This action will also trigger some terrain effects. Note that any FOCUS performed outside of this specific focus tome action will **NOT** cause terrain effects to trigger.

**DELVE:** Turn one page in your tome. To turn forward, flip the right-hand tome card face down onto the left-hand card, just like reading a book. You may also turn backward. Note that the tome cover card for your tome also counts as a card in your tome, and may be used to open and close your tome. You cannot flip your tome from back to front (you can’t go from page 8 to the cover) or vice versa.

**Karma Ability:** You may play one karma ability, indicated by the karma cost next to the game text. These abilities can be found on your tome cards, your avatar card, or on cards equipped to your master. Karma abilities are not to be confused with the karma value found at the top of battle cards or on your avatar card’s stats, nor are they the same as attack effects.

To play a karma ability, pay the karma cost and then follow the instructions on the card. To pay the cost of a karma ability, use the fewest number of cards from your karma pool with a combined karma value equal to or greater than the cost listed. Any karma spent beyond the cost of the effect is lost and cannot be applied to any other effect.

Note that some cards show a 0 cost - this indicates that you don’t USE any cards in your karma pool to pay for it, however, it may have alternative costs associated with it, and it still uses your tome action.

When using a karma ability from your tome, you may only play an ability currently face up on your tome cards. (You may look at other pages in your tome at any time for reference, as long as you put them back.) Note that IMPRINT and EQUIP tome cards have a torn-off page. Any karma ability below the page tear cannot be activated while the card is in your tome.

**Combat Actions**

A combat action is either a move or an attack. To make a combat action, you must first take the appropriate action token from the action pool. This is where planning during the destiny step pays off. If you wanted to attack, but there are no attack tokens left in the action pool, you’re out of luck.

You may choose not to use a combat action, however you must still remove an action token from the action pool before your turn is completed.

**Attack Action**

Take an attack action from the action pool. Choose a battle card from your hand as your attack, reveal it and USE it. There is no karma cost for making an attack. Before making an attack, you may rotate your miniature to face any direction.

Each battle card has an attack pattern indicating in red all the spaces it targets, relative to your miniature and the direction it faces. The green hex indicates where your master is, and the direction they face is always towards the top of the card.

Each master targeted by an attack may respond with one defensive card from their hand, in turn order. Look for cards in your hand with a shield icon to quickly find a defense card. Depending on the defense keyword, a successful defense may prevent some or all damage, or even inflict damage on the attacker! If the targeted master does not defend, the attack causes them to lose life equal to the ATK value. A master is considered hit by an attack if they take damage after defenses resolve.

Unless otherwise noted, you cannot play a defense card in response to an effect, whether it is an effect that resolves after an attack or from a karma ability. You may only play a defense card in response to being targeted by the attack pattern on a battle card.

Many battle cards include game text. Unless otherwise stated, these effects occur after the attack (and all defenses) completely resolve. If a card has multiple effects, they resolve (one at a time) in the order in which they appear on the card (starting at the top). You may also perform attacks even if they don’t target another master, simply to perform the effects of the card. Unlike FATE effects, attack effects are optional.
Move Action

Take a move action from the action pool. You may move your master a number of spaces up to your speed value, or choose not to move. In addition, you may rotate your master to face any of the six directions of the hexagon grid. You may not move through or end in spaces occupied by another master.

**COMBAT MOVEMENT:** If your master is in a space adjacent to an opposing master, to move to a space that is not adjacent to an opposing master, you must EXERT as an additional cost. This is called combat movement. You can be locked in combat with multiple masters, meaning you must EXERT for each master you move away from. When you are EXHAUSTED (no remaining cards in battle deck), you cannot move away from an opposing master. You may still move around them. Some abilities, like FEINT, mention “relocating” (distinct from DODGE which mentions “moving”). Relocating won’t cause combat movement - allowing you to change location, even while EXHAUSTED.

**Restoration and Winning the Game**

If at the end of any turn all of your opponents are restored (or have no life remaining and will soon restore), you or your team wins!

If you have no life remaining (no cards in hand AND battle deck) you will soon enter restoration. Skip each turn you would have for the remainder of the current round. Other players will take action tokens instead of you. Damage beyond what it took to bring you into restoration does not carry over. You cannot take any additional damage during the current round until after you restore. Note that while waiting to restore, your space is still occupied and adjacent opposing masters must still EXERT to move away from you and cannot move into your space.

At the end of the round, you must do the following, in order:

1. Discard all cards in your karma pool.
2. Remove any number of statuses from yourself.
3. Remove any number of equipment cards from yourself, returning them to their owner’s tome and keep the remaining equipped.
4. Shuffle your discard pile to create your new battle deck.
5. Flip your avatar card to the restored side.
6. Place a number of cards equal to your restored karma value from the top of your battle deck face-up into your karma pool.
7. Draw cards up to your restored hand size.

**Yashima Attack Action Breakdown**

An attack action in Yashima can get confusing due to the number of different abilities and effects that interact. So, let’s break it down here, plain and simple. These are the official tournament play rules for combat in Yashima. When something states to resolve, it means to complete all game text instructions of that particular effect. Remember, any effect or card text that would contradict these rules overrides them!

In its simplest terms, think of an attack action like a sandwich:

1. Turn player plays an attack.
2. Targeted players play and resolve defenses.
3. Attack is resolved.
In detail, here’s the breakdown of all the steps to an attack:

1. **Turn Player Plays an Attack**

   1.1. **Remove Attack Token**: Turn player removes an attack token from the action pool.

      1.1.1. *If an attack token isn’t present in the action pool, you cannot attack unless that attack doesn’t require an attack action to be played.*

      1.1.2. *If an attack states that you don’t need to spend or use an attack token to play it, you will not remove an attack action from the action pool, and instead skip this step.*

   1.2. **Rotate**: Turn player may rotate to face any direction.

      1.2.1. *The turn player may rotate their miniature to face any of the six different directions within their current space.*

      1.2.2. *The turn player may also choose to not rotate their miniature.*

   1.3. **Reveal Attack**: Turn player reveals a battle card from hand.

      1.3.1. *This turn player is referred to as being the “attacker” and the battle card being played is referred to as being the “attack”.*

2. **Targeted Players Play and Resolve Defenses**

   2.1. *If the attack cannot be responded to: skip ahead to step 3.*

   2.2. **Respond with REFLEX Defenses**:

      2.2.1. *Only targeted players may respond with a defense effect.*

      2.2.2. *Individual players may not respond to the same attack with more than one defense effect in total.*

      2.2.3. *Starting with the first targeted player to the left of the attacker, that player has the option to respond to the attack with a REFLEX defense effect. If you pass, you cannot later play a REFLEX defense effect. The next targeted player cannot play their REFLEX defense effect until the previous player has passed or resolved their REFLEX defense effect first.*

      2.2.4. *Once all REFLEX defense effects have been passed or resolved, proceed to step 2.4.*

   2.3. **Resolve REFLEX Defenses**:

3. **Attack is Resolved**

   3.1. **Resolve Attack Modifiers**: Apply all modifiers that change the attack itself.

      3.1.1. *Resolve any effects that change the attack value of the attack.*

      3.1.2. *Resolve any effects that are triggered by targeting a specific master or space.*

   3.2. **Deal Damage**: Damage each targeted master equal to the attack value (ATK) of that attack.

      3.2.1. *If you played a defense effect that prevents all damage, skip this step.*

      3.2.2. *If you played a defense effect that prevents a portion of the damage, reduce the damage dealt to you by that amount.*

      3.2.3. *In turn order, masters who take one or more damage must LOSE life equal to this amount. It is possible for individual masters to lose different amounts of life.*

      3.2.4. *Resolve any effects that are triggered by hitting a master, this includes effects that change how a player must LOSE life.*

   3.3. **Resolve Attack Effects**: Many battle cards include game text that will resolve in this step.

      3.3.1. *These effects are optional.*

      3.3.2. *If an attack has multiple effects, resolve the first effect listed, followed by the second (in the lower colored portion of the card).*

      3.3.3. *If effects were added to the attack by a tome, equipment, or avatar card they can be resolved in the attacking player’s choice of order after the printed first and second effects have been resolved.*

   3.4. **USE Attack**: The attack is placed face-down on the bottom of its owner’s battle deck.

      3.4.1. *The attacker will USE the attack, unless an effect tells them to do otherwise.*
“Without a master again” Lu Bu wryly thought this as he stepped through to Yashima. Of all his compatriots, his life experiences had made him uniquely adept at adjusting to his life’s fortune. A spear for a warlord and general to vast armies - he’d done it all. Some called him brilliant, others frivolous and temperamental, but all agreed he was a formidable opponent. As he surveyed the lush landscape of this foreign land, Lu Bu, master warrior beholden to none, felt at home. Perhaps he find his way back to reclaim his old lands, or maybe he would enter the game of power in this new place.

“Where are you from little warrior?” a voice behind him asked.

Quick as death Lu Bu spun on his heels to ready a defense, but there was no one there. Then, like a dream, a hazy shape shifted into focus. At first there was the open blue sky, then like a cloud forming in front of him, colors infused the air and shifted into the form of a creature that reminded Lu Bu of the statues on great palaces at home.

“What are you?” he asked.

“I am Foo Dog. What are you?” the hazy shape replied.

“That,” said Foo Dog, “is a very good start. Let’s begin.”

And so Lu Bu began his training as a kami master.

Play Lu Bu if you want relentless attacking power! Dance with danger by sending your allies into restoration faster, then crush anyone who tries to defend. Annihilate your foes by shocking the life right out of their hands!

It was short while since Mulan had arrived in this new world when she ventured forth, looking for any signs of familiarity. She soon knew this place was not anywhere near her home. Here, she could see the honored spirits of her ancestors. A few, the Rabbit and the Snake, had tried to speak with her. Ignoring the kami, she worked wherever she could in exchange for a roof and something hot to eat. One night she mentioned the honored spirits to the owner of the inn. He sent her to the nearby temple to look for “her kind”.

She slipped in through the gates as a hired hand. Wearing clothes disguised as a man was a comfortable ruse. As she shuffled past the portcullis she caught sight of the courtyard and froze.

Two women using weapons and the elements were training in battle with each other. One wore the plain outfit of an apprentice, while the other was dressed in beautiful silks. As the master twisted out of the reach of an attack while sweeping her blade to knock the apprentice off balance, Mulan looked around her. No one looked disapproving. It appeared that women warriors were normal.

A wizened old man stepped in front of her. “Rabbit told me of your arrival youngling. What do you seek?”

“I have tried all my life to protect my family. Now I want to return to them. Can you help me?”

He thought on this response for a bit. He looked troubled, and turned inward as if having a private conversation. “It...may be possible,” he said. “I know for certain a fast horse will not be enough to bring you home this time. Honor the spirits of this land and lend us your strength. We may one day find your way back to them.”

Play Mulan if you want to pit your opponents’ own decks against them! Imprint your cards as traps in their decks and bleed their abilities dry!
Miyamoto Musashi, the greatest swordsman who’s ever lived, walked across a foreign landscape. Eventually he grew tired and sat under a cherry tree. The tree had a delicate beauty, which stood against the wind and provided nourishment and shelter to those who asked for it. He was much like that tree. How easily he had been taken from one place to another, and yet he possessed the ability to nurture and shape fighters to become a powerful army. This made him a worthy adversary.

The tree heard his musings and replied, “But unlike me you have traveled so far.”

“Do your blossoms not ride on the wind to take root in valleys out of sight? Does your spirit not travel with your fellow trees? We are alike in that too I would say,” said Musashi.

“True,” the tree conceded. “But I would not make a good kami for you. You are a warrior, not a farmer. You reap rather than sow. I feel you must find another to take into your spirit.”

“Fair enough,” said Musashi. “I will leave you to your warm breeze and sunny day. I was only looking for a small respite. Do you have any thoughts on where I should go?”

“It matters not. Think on any spirit and they will come to you. You are powerful and wise. Mostly, you are new, and we kami enjoy our curiosities. I think you will get on well with Dragon and Tiger. They are fighters, like yourself. Use your best judgment and if you ever want to speak again, find a cherry tree to rest under.” The spirit sounded almost wistful, “So few seek me out it would be nice to continue our conversation.”

Musashi rose from his resting spot, “I will be happy to seek your counsel again, I think I will need it often in the coming days.” And with that, he continued on his path.

---

Bruce Lee’s heart sank. To the west, the sun was setting. The brilliance cast a golden light over the valley before him to the north. The tall grass rippled with the breeze and gave the impression that the whole valley was on fire. To the east, the dimming light showed gentle hills, farmland, and patches of woods. Behind him, where he had spliced through to this realm was the ocean. He saw only glimpses of it, but the water birds crying overhead matched with the distant surging waves made him certain. He had lived near the ocean most of his life, first in Hong Kong, later in Seattle and Oakland. This man, father, movie star, martial artist, and inspiration to generations, knew that the ocean he heard was not any ocean he had been to. He knew without looking that the tear that had ripped him to this world was gone. It had happened once before. Moreover he had trained his whole life to have self-discipline. If he turned around now, he might collapse and give into the despair he felt, and that was not his path. He was a shining star plucked from the cosmos and sent to a strange world. Now, cut off from the ties that grounded him, he must begin again.

When he was snatched to the realm of arena combat his entire focus had been trained on survival. Now, in this new land Bruce’s philosophy of flexibility paired with focus was strained because he had time. So far he had nothing but time to reflect and fight his fear he would never see his family again.

In the valley, the hills, and by the ocean the kami clustered, leaning their will towards him. His resolve and charisma pulled at them. As one they agreed that he was not ready yet to meet them, but one day soon it would change. With years of hard work and mentoring behind him, he was already a master.

---

Play as Bruce Lee to master the one inch punch to catch your opponent in a surprising direct attack and counter your opponent’s attacks, turning their offense into yours!
A mysterious spirit of the deep sea, the Akkorokamui kami lures its foes into the darkest depths. With a multitude of tentacles, it can draw more power while ebbing away at opponents with weaken. When provoked, it can jostle attackers with occupy, or surge forth with a clash. Don’t let it get ahold of you, or the Akkorokamui will descend into the waters with you in its clutches!

- Abilities: DRAW, WEAKEN
- Defense: OCCUPY, CLASH
- Deck: 24
- Average Karma/Attack: 4/5

Stoic as a statue, the Foo Dog guards its territory with tireless vigilance. Often found protecting temples, the Foo Dog amplifies the spiritual power of masters who commune with it, lending them its spirit shield and spiritual link. It can empower its most reliable attacks, then use its karma as an impenetrable barrier against all assailants. Few have the strength and cunning to land a so much as a scratch on the Foo Dog’s unrivaled defenses.

- Abilities: EMPower, SPIRITUAL LINK
- Defense: SPIRIT Shield, BARRIER
- Deck: 26
- Average Karma/Attack: 5/4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kami</th>
<th>SET</th>
<th>Life Total</th>
<th>Avg. Karma</th>
<th>Avg ATK</th>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Defense</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DRAGON</td>
<td>Core</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Delve, Empower</td>
<td>Dodge, Riposte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHOENIX</td>
<td>Core</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ambush, Dash</td>
<td>Clash, Dodge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIGER</td>
<td>Core</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Draw, Empower</td>
<td>Block, Clash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TORTOISE</td>
<td>Core</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Feint, Overrun, Patience</td>
<td>Block, Riposte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOX</td>
<td>Deep Woods</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Delve, Spiritual Link</td>
<td>Dodge, Spirit Shield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YETI</td>
<td>Icy Peaks</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Overrun, Silence</td>
<td>Block, Chastise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKKOROKAMUI</td>
<td>FairyTale</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Draw, Weaken</td>
<td>Clash, Occupy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foo Dog</td>
<td>FairyTale</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Empower, Spiritual Link</td>
<td>Barrier, Spirit Shield</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Glossary**

**ACTION:** Tome actions include FOCUS, DELVE, and karma ability. Combat actions include attack actions and move actions. Some actions, such as playing a karma ability or an attack action, may generate a separate effect. All other actions and effects must be fully resolved before beginning a new action.

**ADAPT:** This card gains all keywords and game text of your master’s ADAPT ability. Your master’s ADAPT ability can be found on their avatar abilities card. See “Other Concepts” for additional details.

**AMBUSH:** +1 ATK and SWIFT against each target that faces opposite to your target. Targets in the attack pattern that are not facing opposite treat this as a normal attack.

**BARRIER:** LOSE this card to prevent 1 damage for each card in your karma pool.

**BLAZE:** Each hit master and up to 2 unoccupied targeted spaces gain BURN status.

**BLEED:** Choose one hit master to IMPRINT this card. While this card is imprinted it has “IMPRINT - EXERT.” When this imprinted card is revealed on top of a battle deck, that player must EXERT, then place this card face-up on the bottom of the same battle deck. If there are no face-down battle cards beneath this imprinted card when it is revealed, ignore its effects and return it face-down to the bottom of its owner’s battle deck.

**BLIND:** Each hit master gains BLIND status.

**BLOCK:** USE this card, prevent 3 damage. See “Defense Effect” in the glossary for additional details.

**BOOKMARK:** Turn to any page in your tome.

**BURST:** Remove all SEED statuses from a master. They take 2 damage for each SEED status removed this way.

**CHAIN:** Reveal the top card of your battle deck. If the karma is 6 or higher, draw it. Otherwise, place it face-down under the deck. Note that “FATE - CHAIN” cards trigger when they enter your karma pool, and therefore don’t trigger Rosamu’s avatar ability, which triggers off playing it as an attack.

**CHASTISE:** USE this card to remove all effects of an attack that targets your master. After that attack resolves, the attacker must LOSE that attack. The attack is treated as if it has no effect text. This card does not prevent the attack from dealing damage equal to its ATK value, but does prevent all ATK bonuses granted from effects. After resolving, the attacker must LOSE the attack. See “Defense Effect” in the glossary for additional details.

**CLASH:** LOSE this card, attacker and you EXERT. If your card has higher karma than the attacker’s, prevent all damage. Otherwise, prevent 4 damage. The karma values being compared are the cards that the attacker and you exerted as a part of this effect. If the attacking master is EXHAUSTED, their karma value is treated as zero. See “Defense Effect” in the glossary for additional details.

**COMBAT MOVEMENT:** If your master is in a space adjacent to an opposing master, to move to a space that is not adjacent to an opposing master, you must EXERT as an additional cost. Some cards have abilities that mention “relocating” (which is distinct from a “Move”) and therefore won’t cause combat movement rules to apply.

**COMBO:** +1 ATK for each card in your hand. Once played as an attack, the card is no longer a part of your hand and therefore will not count itself as being “In hand” at the time of determining this bonus.

**COUGH:** Each master with PLAGUE status must EXERT twice. If a master has only one card remaining in their battle deck, they EXERT once instead.

**COUNTER:** When you play a defense, USE any number of COUNTER cards from hand. Add “deal 1 damage to the attacker for each COUNTER card used” to that defense. This quick effect may only be performed when played in conjunction with you playing a defense effect.

**CULTIVATE:** USE your entire hand, and then draw an equal number of cards. This card isn’t a part of your hand when performing this effect, therefore it doesn’t add to the number of cards you will draw. Cards are drawn one at a time.

**DAMAGE:** Whenever you take damage, you LOSE cards equal to the damage.

**DASH:** During your turn, DISCARD this card to move up to your speed to a space adjacent to an opposing master. You must end this movement adjacent to an opposing master, and otherwise cannot perform this effect. You can play this quick effect during your own turn before or after performing other actions, but not while resolving an action (like during an attack action or in the middle of a move action).

**DAZE:** Each hit master gains SHOCK status and must LOSE at least one life from hand when taking damage from this attack.

**DEFENSE EFFECT:** This effect can only be played in response to an attack action, and not in response to another effect (unless stated otherwise). If you are EXHAUSTED, you may not play a defense effect that requires you to EXERT. This effect is only for yourself, and not for other masters being targeted by the same attack. If all damage from the attack is prevented, you are not considered hit by the attack.

**DELVE:** Turn a page in your tome. You may turn one page in your tome either forwards or backwards.

**DESTROY:** When you DESTROY equipment, you return it to its owner’s tome. See Returning Cards in the “Other Concepts” section for details.

**DISCARD:** Place a card from your hand into your discard pile. Unlike LOSE, you cannot DISCARD from your battle deck.

**DISTRACTION:** Relocate SARU status adjacent to a master hit by this attack. You may relocate your SARU status to any unoccupied space that is adjacent to any master dealt one or more damage by this attack.

**DOGE:** LOSE this card and EXERT to move one space. If you move to a space not targeted, prevent all damage to you. Note that this is a “move,” and will therefore cause combat movement rules to apply, possibly causing you to EXERT twice. You also may not enter arduous terrain, since it requires two speed to enter. See “Defense Effect” in the glossary for additional details.

**DRAW:** Draw a card from your battle deck.

**EFFECT:** Any game text on a card that is to be followed as instructions, outside of the typical rules of the game. If the text on a card contradicts a rule, the card text always takes precedence.

**EMPOWER:** Place this card into your karma pool or on top of your battle deck. After this attack resolves, instead of placing it on the bottom of your battle deck, you may place this card into your karma pool or on top of your battle deck.

**ENDURE:** This effect triggers when you LOSE this card from your battle deck. Endure is indicated by a special border on the card. Losing this card from your hand or karma pool will not trigger this effect. Like FATE, ENDURE is a keyword prefix that adds to the given keyword’s game text. This effect is optional.

**EQUIP:** Remove this card from your tome and attach it to your avatar card (unless otherwise specified). Equipped master gains abilities below the torn half of the page. See “Other Concepts” for additional details.

**EXERT:** Place the top card of your battle deck face up into your discard pile. Unlike LOSE, you cannot EXERT from your hand.

**EXHAUSTED:** If you have no cards in your battle deck, you are considered EXHAUSTED and you cannot EXERT. Any effect that forces you to EXERT does not, but all other game text of the effect is performed if possible. You are unable to play any actions or effects that would require you to EXERT.

**EXPLODE:** Remove a specified status from any space. All masters occupying or adjacent to that space take 4 damage. Masters two spaces away take 2 damage. There must be the specified status on a space to remove and perform this effect. All masters (including yourself) within range will take the damage.

**FATE:** This effect triggers when this card is placed into your karma pool. Fate is indicated by a special karma icon on the card. FATE is a keyword prefix that adds to the given keyword’s game text. This effect is NOT optional.

**FEINT:** Relocate to an adjacent space. You may relocate to an unoccupied legal space adjacent to you.
FOCUS: Place the top card of your battle deck into your karma pool, face up. Any FOCUS performed outside of a specific focus tome action will NOT cause terrain effects to trigger.

FROSTBITE: Each hit master and up to 2 unoccupied targeted spaces gain FROST status.

FURY: Relocate each hit master one space in any direction. Relocate each hit master, in any order you choose, to any unoccupied legal space that is adjacent to them.

GROW: Relocate any PLANT status to an unoccupied space adjacent to you.

GUST: Gain WIND status.

HEAL: Place the top card of your discard pile on the bottom of your battle deck, face down. If you have no cards in your discard pile, you cannot HEAL.

HIT: Deal one or more damage by this attack. If all damage from the attack is prevented, you are not hit. If damage only comes from a separate effect, even those generated by the same attack, you are not considered hit by the attack.

ICEBREAKER: When you LOSE this card from your battle deck, prevent all further loss of life. You cannot HEAL this card. For example, if you were dealt 5 damage, and the second card you LOSE from your battle deck is an ICEBREAKER card, you would not take the remaining 3 damage. This card cannot be healed, but may return to your deck upon restoration. If a card with ICEBREAKER is on top of your discard pile when an effect would cause you to HEAL, you don’t instead.

IMPRINT: Remove this card from your tome and place it face-up beneath your battle deck. See “Other Concepts” for additional details.

KINDLE: This attack is +3 ATK against targets with BURN status. Other targets in the attack pattern that do not have BURN status treat this as a normal attack.

LOSE: Place cards, one at a time, from the top of your battle deck or hand equal to the amount you LOSE, face-up into your discard pile. Whenever you take damage, you LOSE cards equal to the damage.

NITOJUTSU: Once per turn, remove a WIND status from your master to play this attack without using an attack action.

OCCUPY: LOSE this card and EXERT to relocate the attacker one space, without rotation. If you are no longer targeted, prevent all damage to you. This shifts the attack pattern, changing the spaces it targets. Any masters no longer targeted by the attack prevent all damage and are not considered hit or targeted. Any masters in the new targeted spaces are now targets, and may play a defense if they have not already. See “Defense Effect” in the core glossary for additional details.

OVERRUN: Relocate adjacent to any master hit by this attack. You may relocate to any unoccupied legal space that is adjacent to any master dealt one or more damage by this attack.

OWNER: The owner of a card is the player who began the game with that card in their deck. The owner of a status is the player who generated the effect that gave that status.

PATIENCE: +2 ATK if you did not rotate during this attack. You may rotate before making this attack, as normal, but you will not receive this attack bonus.

PIERCING: This attack is +2 ATK against masters who respond to it with a defense effect.

PLAGUE: Each hit master gains PLAGUE status.

PURIFY: Remove one status from a master or space targeted by this attack. You may only remove one status in total. You need not hit the master to remove their status, you need only target them.

PUSH: Relocate each hit master up to two spaces in any direction. Relocate each hit master, in any order you choose, to any unoccupied legal space that is one or two spaces away from them.

QUICK EFFECT: While most effects on battle cards happen after the attack resolves or in response to an attack as a defense, some cards in Yashima have a star icon, which indicates that the card includes an effect that can be played outside of other actions you take. These effects may require a cost that is specified on the card to be paid, and you must be able to pay the cost to perform the effect.

REFERENCE: This defense effect resolves before defenses without the REFLEX keyword. When resolving an attack, REFLEX defenses are resolved in turn order, and then non-REFLEX defenses are resolved in turn order. See “Defense Effect” in the glossary and “Attack Action Breakdown” in the rules for additional details.

RELOCATE: You may reposition your miniature without causing combat movement or arduous terrain rules to apply.

RIPOSTE: LOSE this card, prevent 2 damage and deal 3 damage to the attacker. See “Defense Effect” in the glossary for additional details.

RETURN: When a tome card is returned to its owner, it is placed in their tome in the same spot where it started the game. Note that this will not cause pages to turn, but may cause a page to be hidden. When a battle card is returned to its owner, it is placed on the bottom of its owner’s battle deck, face down.

SARU: This attack originates from the space occupied by SARU status. On the attack pattern for this attack, treat the green space as the space occupied by SARU status and choose the direction of the attack. You cannot play this attack originating from Mitsuo.

SEARCHING: Whenever an effect requires you to search your battle deck or discard pile, do not change the order of cards unless an effect specifically states to do so.

SEED: Choose one targeted unoccupied space, hit master, or your master to gain SEED status. You may only give one status in total.

SILENCE: Each hit master must USE 2 cards from their karma pool. Masters with one card in their karma pool USE once instead.

SPIRIT SHIELD: In response to an effect, USE this card to prevent 3 damage. Unlike typical defenses, this effect can only be played in response to an effect, and not in response to an attack. This defense is only for you, and not for other masters being targeted by the same effect. This defense only prevents the damage from that effect; all other game text of the effect is to be performed if possible.

SPIRITUAL LINK: During your turn, USE this card and spend an attack action to gain an additional tome action this turn. To play this effect, you must have an attack action token available to spend. You can play this quick effect during your own turn before or after performing other actions, but not while resolving an action (like during an attack action or in the middle of a move action).

STANCE: You may only equip up to one stance to your master. If you would EQUIP another stance while your master currently has a stance, DESTROY the old stance and EQUIP the new stance.

SWIFT: This attack cannot be responded to. No masters can respond with defenses or any other effects in reaction to this attack.

TARGET: All the red-shaded spaces on an attack pattern and masters occupying those spaces are targeted by the attack, relative to the green shaded space that your master is occupying and the direction your miniature faces. If all damage is prevented, masters and spaces are still targets but are not considered hit.

UNOCCUPIED: A space that doesn’t contain a master.

USE: Place this card on the bottom of your battle deck, face down. “USE” is a keyword, not to be confused with the common word, “use”. When you USE cards it does not change your life total.

WEAKEN: Each targeted master must EXERT.

WILLPOWER: LOSE up to 3 cards in your karma pool to make this +2 ATK for each card you LOSE. You must LOSE cards before other players respond to this attack with any defenses.

YOUR BOARD: Some effects state “your board”. This refers to the board your miniature is currently on, and is not to be confused with your chosen board that you placed on the table at the beginning of the game.
Dragon Tides is a 1-5 Player, fast action, dice/card based, modern-day Dungeon Crawler Miniatures Game starring Bruce Lee and Brandon Lee, officially licensed by Bruce Lee, LLC.

- **Characters:** Bruce Lee, Brandon Lee, Viktoria Jovavich, Luke Elba, and a cast of Henchmen, Mid-Bosses, and Bosses
- **Interactive Non-Linear Storyline:** Branching paths lead to very different scenarios and battles each time you play.
- **Change the course of the game:** Let your decisions strengthen or weaken the Tiger Organization before the showdown with the final Boss.
- **Beautiful Minis that capture the Action/Martial Arts feel of the game**
- **Custom Dice combinations, unlocking Special Moves for each character, specific for all heroes and bosses in the game**
- **Fast-Pace combat and environment interactivity in tribute to side-scrolling beat-em-ups and kung fu movies from yesterday and today**

www.GreenbrierGames.com/DragonTides